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Convection in horizontally vibrated granular systems is significant for scientists and engineers for their im-

portance in the field of mining, geo-physics, and pharmaceutical etc. This research work studied three types
of convection rolls, “Homogeneous convection roll”, “lower-right diagonal convection roll” and “upper-right diag-
onal convection roll” which occurred in a square container filled with binary granular particles mixture of sized
d = (4.0 ± 0.2) mm and d = (8.0 ± 0.2) mm. Container was vibrated horizontally with low frequencies f and low
dimensionless acceleration Γ. Helical movement was observed along the walls perpendicular to direction of motion
while straight-line movement along the walls horizontal to direction of motion. Helical and straight-line movements
of particles along the walls are the part of convection rolls. A heap appeared due to vibration, which has dominant
effect on the convection rolls. Heap position is function of frequency f and dimensionless accelerations Γ.
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1. Introduction

Study of granular materials is significant and impor-
tant because they have apparent solid-like properties but
behave like a fluid in certain conditions. Behaviors of
granular material are excessively difficult to understand
because Newtonian mechanics and fluid dynamics can-
not employ directly. The Brazilian nut effect (BNE)
is one such system that has been studied much exper-
imentally [1–5] and theoretically [6–9]. Similar behav-
iors detected on horizontal swirling motion in circular
plates [10] large bead will migrate either to the center
or to the border of the plate. In this horizontal version
of the BNE system another interesting phenomenon was
reported [11], in which the spin angular velocity of the
cluster of beads decreases with increasing packing den-
sity. Even more amazingly, at a certain critical packing
density, the angular velocity becomes negative, i.e., the
cluster and the plate rotate in opposite directions.

Convection in deep horizontally shaken systems reveals
a complex structure [12–15] and it is continuous issue of
exciting research [16–18]. Convection behavior gives rise
to a “reverse-muesli” effect, where large particles placed
at the top of the pill will move downward until it reaches
the upwelling of the lower convection rolls. For small
heaps the large particle will actually reach the ground,
and surface wave convection may cause a large particle
to return to the top of the pile [19]. Spontaneous for-
mation of a static heap and convection flow depends on
Γ and phase difference Φ [20]. In rectangular container
submitted linear horizontal vibration there may be ob-
served two convection rolls; the grains rise at the cell cen-
ter and dive along the vertical walls [21]. Various types
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of convection cells, convection velocity measurement and
mechanisms responsible for different type of motions were
discussed [22]. Horizontally oscillated granular materials
showed four rolls convection patterns, two small convec-
tive rolls and two lower internal rolls produced by surface
swilling. The mechanism was different from vertically vi-
brated systems and convection patterns can drive size
segregation [23]. Roughness of the boundaries and the
container sizes were the influencing factors that affected
the shape and number of convection rolls [24]. New mech-
anisms might be expected which are fundamentally dif-
ferent from those responsible for the convective behavior
in vertically vibrated systems [12]. Simulations also dis-
cuss convection patterns in horizontally shaken contain-
ers. Molecular dynamics simulations of horizontally vi-
brated granular materials also showed that normal damp-
ing coefficient affects the convection patterns [25]. Two
cylindrical counter-rotating rolls were observed at low di-
mensionless acceleration [26]. Convection rolls were com-
bined with segregation [27]. Convective motion of wall-
driven granular systems was investigated [28]. Height
variations, strength of the convection movement and en-
ergy dissipation related to each other [29]. Hysteresis
of the transition explained through energy of collective
movement of particles relative to the container [30]. Var-
ious states, phase transitions of processes of convection
and segregation were analyzed by specifying the earlier
unnoticed dynamical phenomena [31]. Mechanics be-
hind the homogeneous and non-homogeneous convection
in granular systems is important for scientists and engi-
neers for industrial processes. This paper discusses three
different types of convection rolls experimentally and in-
dividual particles movement at low frequency and low
dimensionless acceleration in horizontally vibrated gran-
ular particle system.
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2. Experimental setup

This experimental work was performed in a square con-
tainer of 25 cm by sides and 18 cm by height. The con-
tainer was made of transparent material in order to make
it visible with the aid of high-speed camera. The base
and side walls of container were smooth. The experi-
ment was carried out on smooth binary granular mate-
rials of d = (4.0 ± 0.2) mm and d = (8.0 ± 0.2) mm
sized active aluminum oxide particles with density of
ρ = 1.6 g/cm3. The container was filled with 1000 g
of d = (4.0 ± 0.2) mm sized particles and 1000 g of
d = (8.0 ± 0.2) mm sized particles. The filling height
of particles was h = 30.0 mm. Horizontal sinusoidal mo-
tion x(t) = A sin(2πft) of the container was provided by
a vibration testing systems, the electromagnetic shaker
and a function generator. Three frequencies 5, 10, 15 Hz
were used in experiment and acceleration a = A(2πf)2

changed from 1 to 15 m/s2 for each frequency. The mag-
nitude of the acceleration a was measured by a UNI-
T (UT311) pocketable accelerometer mounted directly
on the vibrator. The convection patterns were observed
through transparent walls by using a strobe light synchro-
nized to the driving frequency. Canon Motion Carder
video system was used which is able to record images
500 frames/s. This system allowed us to store large num-
bers of frames taken with very short exposure times at
the same phase of consecutive cycles and from such data,
the convection patterns were observed, and the convec-
tion flow were computed.

3. Results

The system vibrated horizontally with 5, 10, and 15 Hz
frequencies and dimensionless acceleration Γ varied from
0.1 to 1.4 for each frequency. Dimensionless acceleration
is Γ = Aω2/g, where A is amplitude of vibration, ω is
angular velocity and g is gravitational acceleration. Be-
fore the critical value of dimensionless acceleration Γ ,
particles showed either no movement or just spinning
on the surface of container. In this experiment four
d = (8.0 ± 0.2) mm particles were used on center of
each wall of the container namely particles 1 and 2 were
perpendicular to direction of vibration and particles 3
and 4 were horizontal to direction of vibration as shown
in Fig. 1. Particles 1, 2 showed helical movement and
the particles 3, 4 showed straight-line movement. Direc-
tion of motion of these particles was influenced by the
frequency f , amplitude A, and dimensionless accelera-
tion Γ .

Three different typed convection patterns were ob-
served at low frequencies f and low dimensionless accel-
erations Γ . “Homogeneous convection rolls”, “lower-right
diagonal convection roll” and “upper-right diagonal con-
vection roll” are shown in Fig. 2.

When system vibrated horizontally with dimensionless
acceleration Γ less than 1.0 then no movement of parti-
cles was observed. The starting critical dimensionless
acceleration Γ was 1.0 which meant that starting move-
ment of particles depended on provided acceleration Aω2.

Fig. 1. Surface view of container, indigo colored parti-
cles on the middle of walls 1, 2, 3 and 4 represent the
particles 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

Fig. 2. Surface view of container, (a, b, e, f) represent
homogeneous convection rolls, (c, d) show lower right
diagonal convection rolls, and (g) represents upper right
diagonal convection roll.

It should be equal or greater than gravitational acceler-
ation g:

Γ = a/g = Aω2/g = 1, (1)

a = Aω2 = g. (2)
Particles convection was started when the product of am-
plitude A and frequency ω2 were Aω2 = g and dimen-
sionless acceleration Γ = 1.0.

When f = 5 Hz and dimensionless acceleration Γ =
1.0, then opposite directional helical movement of large
particles on walls 1 and 2 was observed, and straight
line same directional movement was observed on walls 3
and 4, as a result “lower-right diagonal convection roll”
was observed as shown in Figs. 2c and 3c. When dimen-
sionless acceleration Γ varied from 1.2 to 1.4 then large
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particles on the walls horizontal to direction of vibrations
moved in the opposite direction to each other, therefore,
“homogeneous convection roll” was observed as shown in
Figs. 2a,b, 3a,b, respectively.

Fig. 3. Movements of individual particles along the
walls of container at 5, 10, 15 Hz frequency and di-
mensionless acceleration Γ = 1.0, 1.2 and 1.4, arrows
represent the direction of motion of particles.

At 10 Hz frequency no movement of particles was ob-
served before dimensionless acceleration Γ = 1.2. When
dimensionless acceleration was Γ = 1.2 then opposite di-
rection helical movement of large particles on wall 1 and
2 were observed and straight line opposite directional
movement of large particles on wall 3 and wall 4 were
observed. As a result, “homogeneous convection roll” ap-
peared as shown in Figs. 2e and 3e and when dimension-
less acceleration Γ = 1.4 then large particles on the walls
horizontal to direction of vibrations were moved in the
same direction therefore “lower-right diagonal convection
roll” was observed as shown in Figs. 2d and 3d.

When system vibrated horizontally with 15 Hz fre-
quency, then again two types of convection patterns were
observed. When dimensionless acceleration Γ was 1.2
then movement of large particles was observed only on
wall 1 and wall 4. On wall 1 helical movement of large
particles was observed while on wall 4 large particles
moved in straight line and toward the wall 1. Move-
ment was observed only in the half part of container as a
result “upper-right diagonal convection roll” observed as
shown in Figs. 2g and 3g. When dimensionless acceler-
ation Γ = 1.4 helical movement on the walls 1 and wall
2 and straight line opposite directional movement on the
walls 3 and 4 were observed. Therefore, “homogeneous
convection roll” observed as shown in Figs. 2f and 3f.

When the system vibrated, large particles showed he-
lical movement and moved toward the opposite corners
of walls (1, 2) as shown in Fig. 2, whereas on walls (3, 4)
large particles moved in a straight line on surface of con-

tainer. As the frequency f and dimensionless accelera-
tion Γ increased then large particles on walls (3, 4) moved
in a straight line on the surface whereas on wall (1, 2)
large particles moved in a helical path (arrows represents
the direction of motion of large particles as shown in
Figs. 2, 3).

As discussed earlier in Figs. 2 and 3, mostly move-
ment of large particles remained on the walls or corners
of container and small particles remained at the center
of container. When the system was vibrated, a heap
was created in system, position of heap depends on the
frequency f and dimensionless acceleration Γ . When the
heap was created at center of container, at that time large
particles were moved towards the walls of container and
uniformly distributed on the walls of container, there-
fore, homogeneous convection roll was observed as shown
in Fig. 4a,b,e,f. When the heap was shifted towards the
wall 1 and wall 3, at that moment large particles were
moved towards wall 2 and wall 3 and a very few particles
were moved towards wall 1 and wall 4, consequently lower
right diagonal convection roll was observed as shown in
Fig. 4c,d. When the heap was created towards wall 1
and wall 3, then large particles moved towards wall 2
and wall 3, at that time upper right diagonal convection
roll was observed as shown in Fig. 4g. When no heap
appeared in the container then small and large particles
were distributed uniformly in the container. Therefore,
no convection rolls were observed as shown in Fig. 4h,i.

Fig. 4. Surface view of container, final patterns of
particles.

4. Discussion

When the system was vibrated, large particles along
the walls perpendicular to direction of vibration (1, 2)
moved toward the opposite corners of container as shown
in Fig. 3 and path followed by these large particles was
helical and this helical behavior is the part of overall con-
vection. When the value of Γ ≥ 1 then at first, particles
strike with walls perpendicular to direction of vibration
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(1, 2) and after collision of particles with perpendicular
walls (1, 2) all particles moved toward the center of con-
tainer and a heap was created as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Particles movements towards the center of con-
tainer. Vertical arrow represents the heap position;
horizontal arrow represents the direction of vibration.
Opposite directional movement observed on wall 3 and
wall 4.

Fig. 6. Particles movement towards the walls of con-
tainer. Vertical arrow represents heap position; horizon-
tal arrow represents the direction of vibration. Opposite
directional movement of particles was observed on wall
3 and wall 4.
When the position of heap was at center then large par-

ticles moved toward the walls perpendicular to direction
of vibration and toward the corners of container. Gaps
were observed between walls perpendicular to direction of
vibration and particles due to collisions of particles and
walls (1, 2). Gap spread greater as increase in dimen-
sionless acceleration Γ , and these gaps filled by the large
particle coming from the center of container as shown
in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7. Central point represents the heap position and
arrows from center represent the direction of force ap-
plied by large particles moving from heap to perpendic-
ular walls and corners of container.

Fig. 8. 3D view of particles movements along the walls
1 and 3. Vertical arrow represents the position of heap.
Horizontal arrow represents direction of vibration. Ar-
rows towards the corner of walls represents the direction
of force applied by large particles coming from heap.
Particles on wall 1 sink downward move straight on the
base of container and appear again on the surface. Par-
ticles on wall 3 showed straight-line movements.

When large particles fill the gaps between walls per-
pendicular to direction of vibration (1, 2), they move
downward and sink. After collision with the base and
perpendicular walls, large particles moved straight to-
wards the center of container and appeared again on
the surface. Large particles coming from the center of
container moved towards walls perpendicular to motion
and corners of container exerted forces on the appearing
large particles near the walls perpendicular to direction of
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motion. As the result of forces exerted by the large par-
ticles coming from the center of container, the appearing
large particles change the direction of motion and follow
helical path as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

On the walls horizontal to the direction of vibration
straight line an opposite directional motion was observed.
Straight line opposite directional movement of large par-
ticles was due to opposite direction helical movement of
large particles on walls perpendicular to direction of mo-
tion as shown in Fig. 9. When the large particles on walls
(1, 2) moving toward the corners of container exerted a
force on the large particles on walls (3, 4), therefore, par-
ticles on walls (3, 4) moved in opposite direction to each
other. Straight-line motion on walls horizontal to direc-
tion of motion was due to unavailability of gaps between
the walls (3, 4) and particles. Therefore, particles did
not sink downward as observed on wall (1, 2) and no he-
lical movement was observed on wall horizontal to the
direction of vibration (3, 4).

Fig. 9. No gaps present between particle and horizon-
tal wall 3 and wall 4 therefore, particles exert force on
each other. Big arrows represent direction of force ap-
plied by large particles form wall 1 and wall 2 and small
arrows represent the direction of motion of large parti-
cles moving from heap.

Three different types of convection rolls were observed
“homogeneous convection roll”, “lower-right diagonal con-
vection roll” and “upper-right diagonal convection roll”.
Properties of static heaping and convection depend on
Γ [20]. Large particles showed the same directional move-
ment on the walls horizontally to the direction of motion,
then heap was shifted toward wall 2 and 3 at (f = 5 Hz,
Γ = 1.0) and at (f = 10 Hz, Γ = 1.4) as shown in Fig. 10.
The same directional motion on the walls horizontal to
direction of motion was due to the particles moving from
heap. Convection depends on frequency and the ampli-
tude of the vibration [22]. Here convection also depends
on the frequency and dimensionless acceleration.

Fig. 10. “lower-right diagonal convection”. Heap posi-
ton shifted toward the wall 2 and wall 3. Arrows from
heap represent the direction of force applied by large
particles moving from heap to perpendicular walls and
corners of container.

Fig. 11. Surface view of container, “upper right diag-
onal convection roll” heap shifted towards wall 1 and
wall 3. Arrows from heap represents the direction of
force applied by large particles moving from heap to
perpendicular walls and corners of container.

When f = 15 Hz and Γ = 1.2, then “upper-right diag-
onal convection” was observed as shown in Fig. 2 and 3
and it is a result of shifting the heap toward walls 1 and
3 as shown in Fig. 11.

Heap position of particles plays an important role in
convection roll mode. As frequency and dimensionless
acceleration of particle changes, position of heap also
changes as a result convection mode also changes. Table I
shows the relation of frequency, dimensionless accelera-
tion, velocity, kinetic energy, heap position, and mode
convection.
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TABLE I
Relation between frequency, dimensionless acceleration, convection roll, and heap position.

Frequency
[Hz]

Dimensionless
acceleration Γ

Heap
position

Convection
rolls

V = Γ/2πf

[m/s]
Ek = mv2/2

[kJ]
5 0.8 no movement 9.7 95
5 1.0 toward wall 2,4 lower right 7.9 63
5 1.2 centre homogeneous 6.4 41
5 1.4 centre homogeneous 5.5 30
10 0.8 no movement 20 386
10 1.0 no movement 16 247
10 1.2 centre homogeneous 13 170
10 1.4 toward wall 2,4 lower right 11 124
15 0.8 no movement 29 863
15 1.0 no movement 24 555
15 1.2 toward wall 1,4 upper right 20 386

Ratios of frequency and dimensionless acceleration are
equivalent to velocities of particles given by the system
as shown below

f

Γ
=

f
Aω2

g

, (3)

f

Γ
=

fg

V ω
, (4)

where Aω = V (given velocity by the system)
ω

Γ
=

g

V
, (5)

V =
gΓ

ω
, (6)

V ∝ Γ

ω
. (7)

Velocity applied to system is directly proportional to
Γ/ω. Vibrated system applied force on the particles and
as force increases velocity of particle increases as shown
by equation below

Ek = 1/2mV 2, (8)
where V = ω/Γ and Ek = Fd:

Ek =
1

2
m(ω/Γ )2, (9)

F =
m

ω

2
2dΓ 2. (10)

Above equations show that velocity plays an important
role on the convection of particles and have direct re-
lationship with the external force applied on the parti-
cles. There are certain ranges of velocities, which affect
the convection rolls. When V = Γ/ω = 5.5–6.5 m/s
and V = Γ/ω = 11.5–13 m/s heap was created at the
center of container then there is most probable chance
of homogeneous convection, when V = Γ/ω = 7.5–
11.5 m/s then lower right diagonal convection, and when
V = Γ/ω = 11−19.5 m/s upper right diagonal convec-
tion was observed. Position of heap is function of fre-
quency and dimensionless acceleration and mode of con-
vection is function of heap as shown in table and equa-
tions above.

5. Conclusion

This research work discusses three types of convection
rolls: “homogeneous convection roll”, “lower-right diago-
nal convection roll” and “upper-right diagonal convection
roll” on low frequencies and low dimensionless accelera-
tions. These new types of rolls may give new direction to
understand the mechanics behind the movement of par-
ticles in granular particles systems. Helical movement of
large particles was observed along the walls perpendicu-
lar to direction of vibration while straight-line movement
was observed on walls horizontal to direction of vibra-
tion. Direction of large particles along the walls hori-
zontal to direction of vibration influence the convection
modes. When (f = 5 Hz, Γ = 1.0 and f = 10 Hz,
Γ = 1.4) particle on walls horizontal to direction of vibra-
tion moved in the same direction, “lower-right diagonal
convection roll” appeared. When (f = 15 Hz, Γ = 1.2)
on one of the wall horizontal to direction of vibration,
particles showed no movement while on the other walls
which is also horizontal to direction of vibration particle
showed straight line movement, as a result “upper-right
diagonal convection roll” was observed. These rolls are
outcome of heap position. When the heap was at cen-
ter then “homogeneous convection roll” was observed and
when the heap moved from center then other convection
rolls were observed, therefore convection rolls depend on
the position of heap.
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